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I. THE STAGES OF THE MEIJI RESTORATION 

When we consider the Meiji Restoration as the political change 
which created the basic conditions for the development of capitalism in 

' Japan we may divide the total process 0L the Restoration into a number 

of stages, each possessing its own characteristics. 

Below we divide the total process of the Restoration into four 
periods, the indices of which are the main turning-points in the political 

process. 

I. 1858-1867. From the conclusion of treaties of commerce with the 

advanced countries of Europe and America up to the overthrow of the 

Tokugawa Shogunate (the coup d'6tat for the Restoration of the rule 

of the Emperor). 

II. 1868-June, 1871. From the coup d'~tat for the Restoration of the 

rule of the Emperor up to the abolition of the fiefs and their 

replacement by Prefectures (Haihan Chiken ~~~i~1~~) (nation-wide 

control in the hands of the Restoration Government). 

III. July, 1871-1881. From the coup d'6tat for the abolition of the 

fiefs of the feudal lords up to the virtual completion of the work 

of reformirig the Land Tax. 

IV. 1882-1891. From what is considered by the generality to be the 

change in government economic policy beginning with the currency 

reform carried out by Finance Minister Matsukata Masayoshi ~~;'~~;i~ 

IE~~, up to 1891, by which time its effects had more or less revealed 

themselves. In this ' year, 1891, domestic production of cotton yarn 

exceeded imports for the first time, and in the following year Japan 

began exporting cotton yarn to countries' overseas. These ipdices 

show that the cotton-spinning industry had been flrmly established 

in Japan as a factory-system industry. Again, in the sphere of the 

political order, too, this year saw the first opening of the Imperial 
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Diet after the proclamation of the Meiji Constitution (Dai Nihon 

Teikoku Kevrpo )~ ~ ;~~~~j~~~i~~) in che previous year, and in the 

~phere of local government, too, the adr~inistrative in~titutions of 

the Urban Areas (Fu R~:) and Prefectutes (Ken ~;~~) and those for 

Counties (Gun ~~) were promulgated, following the promulgation of 

the administrative institutions for Cities (Shi 7~i:) and for Townships 

and Villages (Cho-Son ~T~1') of 1888. Therefore the year 1891 
coincides with the point in time at which the mechanism of rule of 

the Japanese Emperor-State, which was to 'persist up to the end of 

the Second World War, was more or less established. 

In the present short article we shall give brief characterizations of 

each of the ~tages from I to IV. 

Period I : 1858-1867 
The Tokugawa Shogunate was obliiged to conclude, under unequal 

conditions, treaties of commerce with the countries of Europe and 
America, and from 1858 onward Japan came into full-fronted contact 
with the capitalist colmtries of. Europe and AJ:~lerica. As one of the 

results of this the Shogunate's powers of control over the feudal lords 

declined and its control over the national commodity circulation network 

was. weakened. The rapid exparlsion of Japanese sericulture, silk-reeling, 

and tea production caused by the great foreign demand for raw silk and 

tea and the large imports from overseas of cheap, good-quality cotton, 

and woollen textiles-these disrupted the tyaditional national commodity 

circulation network which. the Shogunate had hitherto controlled. Again, 

the treaties of com~nerce of 1858 gave to foreigners opportunities for 

very profitable currency transactions, and a sudden efHux of specie (gold) 

was caus~d. This made the disruption of the national commodity circula-

tion network all : the more difficult to retrieve. In Japan of these 

days the peasant economy possessed the ability to expand commercial 
productiorL imn;ediately, for example, in response to the appearance of a 

sudden large demand for raw silk and tea. The regions in which the 
peasant economy possessing this ability was most developed belonged, in 

the majority Qf ~ases, to the areas directly under the control of the 

Shogunate, the so-called Tenryo ~~~:. However, the Shogunate was 
unable to maintain its control over such developments in the peasant 

economy a~id changes i;1 the cdmmodity circulation network. The 
S, hogunate's e~orts in the interests of control always ended in failure 

because of resistance from the part of the peasants and protests by 

fQreign countries on the basis of the commer.cial treaties. 
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In contras_t to this, in a number of great clans in southwestern 

Japan the clans themselves, carrying out control of the peasants within 

the flef by means of fief monopolies and other me~sures, and, on this 

basis, carrying on trade with foreign countries in a positive manner, 

come to espouse the intention of encompassing the control of the national 

commodity circulation networkin place of the Shogunate. They increased 

their military power by imports from abroad, chiefly of weapons and 

warships, and with their help they went on to break away from the rule 

of the Shogunate and to strengthen the clan's capacity to stand alone 

and its resistance to the Shogunate. For these trends to become clear 

in the clans of southwestern Japan it was necessary for changes in 
leaders, effected by fierce political struggles, to occur in each of the clans. 

A number of students of the subject have already drawn attention 
to the peculiarities of the "Shogunate-han system" (Bakuhan Taisei ~;~~~ 

~~:~lj) of the Tokugawa period in comparison with European feudalism. 

In Japan the clans did not possess complete independence, and the feudal 

lords' (daimyo )~:~~}) rights over their lands were markedly circumscribed 

by the Shogunate. The Shogunate had powers which enabled it, on 
occasion, to reduc.e the area of their lands, or to transfer a lord from 

one region to another. . If we ignore the form of rule of the peasantry 

e~ercised by the feudal lords and merely direct our attention to the parts 

of the Shdgunat.e-han system, it will be the resemblance to European 

feudal absolutism which will be. more apparent to us. However, at this 

period this resemblance is on the contrary lessening, and the independence 

of the rights of the individual feudal lord becomes clear. In particular 

we can say this of the great clans in the southwestern region. On the 

other hand, as the Shogunate's control over the clans of the feudal lords 

weakened, the bankruptcy of the clan system stood revealed, particularly 

in the medium- and small-sized clans in the central part of the Main 

Island. For them the Shogunate was something which strengthened and 

supported them from the rear, rather than something which controlled 

and circumscribed their powers. 

Peliod II: 1868LJune, 1871 
The " Court Government," which had beaten the armies of the 

Shogunate in the engagements at Toba ,~~~l and Fushimi ~~~~ thanks to 

the military power of the great clans of the southwest (Satsuma ~~~~~ 

and Choshi I~:')'1'1), brought under its own rule the lands formerly under 

the direct control of the Shogunate. This rule, however, extended to 

only about 300/0 of the total area_ of Japan, and the government's control 
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did not extend to the fiefs of the feudal lords. Therefore it was not a 

unitary government possessing the reality of centralized power. Its 
military forces, too, were no more than the military forces of certain 

clans-those of Satsuma and Choshti L0rming the nucleus-brought under 

indirect command, and the military forces under the direct command of 

the government were practically non-existent. It was such a " govern-

ment" as this which took control of the national com~nodity circulation 

network and the open ports, and became the sole sovereign body repre-

senting Japan in foreign relations. This contradictory character of the 

" government " at this period revealed itself in the policies which the 

govemment put into effect. Policy in the fields in which the government 

was in contact with the advanced countries abroad as the sovereign 

power in Japan-in diplomacy, foreign trade, currency, and commerce-

was based on the intention of making Japan into a modern state while 

standing up squarely to the advanced countries. However, the government's 

internal adnilnistration of the lands directly under its control was entirely 

that of a feudal lord. Rather than being a continuation of the policies 

for the control of the peasantry followed by the Tokugawa Shogunate 
the internal policies of the governrnent were in the nature of a Restora-

tion of the policies followed by the Shogunate at the time of its inception 

in the 17th century, and they constituted a negation of the peasant 

commodity economy which had developed in the final period of the rule 

of the house of Tokugawa. At this time, however, it was inevitable 

that realization of the modernization policies which they sought to 

promote should always be obstructed by the independent existence of 

the fiefs of the feudal lords outside of the sphere ruled by the govern' 

ment and by the feudal measures employed in the areas ruled by the 

government which we have described above. However, it is also true 
that by separating themselves from the rule of the Shogunate and stand-

ing alone, the clans, with a very small number 0L exceptions such as 

Satsuma, came on the contrary to show signs of breaking up. In a 
number of clans there appeared moves to sell portions of the feudal 

lord's rights of landownership to peasants or merchants, or for the 
feudal lord and his retainers to attempt to confiscate part 0L the land 

held-in fact, owned-by peasants and merchants. Therefore there 
was a change in the direction of individual ownership of land. (From 

the flrst, under the Japanese system of feudal tenure the lords and 

their retainers had no estates under their own management, and the 
retainers lived in the lord's castle-town (Jo~kamachi ~~~T~T) and received 

from year to year stipends (karoku ~~~~;) payable in rice.) Again, 
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in the areas directly under the control of the govemment the govern-

ment's reactionary policies caused continual outbreaks of large-scale 

peasants revolts, and a decline appeared in the revenue from taxes paid 

by the p~asants. It was now clear that the continuance of this was 
impossible. 

Period 111 : July 1871-1881 
The event which put a period to this state of affairs was the coup 

d'~tat for the abolition of the fiefs and their replacement by Prefectures 

carried out by the powerful elements in the government (the holders of 

actual power in the Finance Ministry, Army Ministry. Foreign Ministry, 

and other departments of the government) who were determined to put 

modern institutions of government into force. In February, 1871, a force 

of 10.000 men, drawn from the three great clans of the southwest-
Satsuma. Choshti, and Tosa (d:~~)-was brought into the capital (Tokyo) 

and placed under the direct command of the government, Next, with 
this military force in the background, the fiefs were abolished in July 

and the rights of the individual feudal lords entirely taken over by the 

central government, which thus obtained possession of the reality of a 

centralized government in the domestic sphere also. This concentration 

of the rights of the feudal lords in the hands of the government put a 

stop to the forces which were eliminating the rights of the feudal lords 

in each of the clans in a variety of forms, and was a preliminary measure 

for their elimination in a nationally uniform manner. This was the first 

necessity if steps were to be taken to effect the rapid modernization of 

the economy thereafter. Immediately -after the success of the abolition 

of the fiefs and their replacement by Prefectures the govemment at once 

began to put into effect a series of reforms aiming at the annulment of 

the rights of the feudal lords which it had gathered into its own hands. 

These were the beginning of the reform of the Land Tax in July, 1 872 
(the beginning of the work of issuing Land Certificates (Chiken ~~!;~;~) to 

the peasants in recognition of their rights of private ownership of the 

land hitherto held by them), the promulgation of the system of compul-

sory education in August, and the coming into force of the Conscription 

Ordinance in November, etc. 

Among these the reform of the Land Tax was of the greatest impor-

tance, since it negated the ownership of land by feudal lords, the basis 

of the former feudal system. Again, the Conscription Ordinance, which 

required as a duty of the whole nation the profession of arms which 

had hitherto been regarded as belonging only to the warrior class (bushi 
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~~~~), was a measure which deprived the body of feudal retainers of their 

raison d'~tre. In this way the government aspired to create a modern 

army on the Prussian model, but in order to make this possible it was 

necessary for each man to possess the ability to use modern weapons 

and perform disciplined mass movements, etc. The coming into force 
of the system of compulsory education had the significance of giving to 

the menrbers of the nation such basic abilities. Further, along with the 

progress of those various reforms, on one hand a direct blow to the 
feudal lords and their retainers-the commutation of their feudal stipends 

-was put into effect in the face of their resistance. Thus it came 

about that in 1876 a measure was adopted which ' put an end to the 
class of feudal lords, the commutation of feudal stipends by the payment 

of a sum in government bonds equivalent to the ihcome from these 
stipends over several years. 

With the outbreak of a rebellion by the retainers of the Satsuma 

clan [the "Saig~ Rebellion" (Seinan Senso 1~f~f~~~~)] in the following 

year, 1877, in protest against this measure, and the suppression of this 

rebellion, and with the virtual completion of the reform of the Lahd 

Tax in 1880, the system of tenure by feudal lords was flnally dissolved. 

Period IV: 1882-1891 
Even in the previous period the government had indeed begun its 

efforts to foster modern industry. As we have noted above, however, 

up to 1880 the main efforts of the government were directed to the 

uniform dissolution of the system of tenure by feudal lords over the 

whole couritry, that is, to the creation of the basic conditions which 

would make possible the rapid development of capitalism. Consequently, 

we may say that it is from this time on that the government embarked 

on its positive programme for the encouragement of industry (Shokusan 

Ko~gyo ~~~~~;~i~). Further, the actual cQntent of the government's pro-

gramme for the encouragement of industry exhibits a change, a change 

marked by the laying down of the Outline Regulations for the Selling-

off of the Government-operated Factories of 1880. We have placed the 

end of this period of the policy for the encouragement of industry at 

about 1890. Though we shall discuss the matter in more detail later, it 

was at this time that the failure of this policy, and, notwithstanding 

this failure, the development of factory-system industry in the non-govern-

ment sector of the economy, particularly the cotton industry, became 

apparent. But in Japan's case there were severe shortages of capital and 

labour throughout the process of the rapid growth of modern industry, 

/ 
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and right up to a much later date the government, for its part, was not 

neglectful in giving consideration to this point. In this sense the govern-

ment's policies for the encouragement of industry were continued into 

the future, changing their form in response to the needs of the times. 

The Meiji Restoration was brought to a conclusion after passing 

through the four stages which we have seen above,1 but we may say 
that it was during the third and fourth stages that the basis for the devel-

opment of Japanese capitalism was created. It is of course true that 
although they were not unrelated to the political struggles which preceded 

them the political changes of 1871 and thereafter had been the chief 

centre of interest in studies of the Restoration hitherto, and consequently 

under the present conditions, in which the greater part of the work done 

in the past is biased towards this period, it may not be fruitless to draw 

attention to this point. 

The reform of the Land Tax was the important reform which con-
stituted the centre of this third period, and the encouragement of industry 

was the most characteristic policy in the fourth period. 

II. THE REFORM OF THE LAND TAX 
The appellation " Chiso Kaisei " ~~2~~:~~lE (reform of the Land Tax) 

was a name bestowed by the government of the day, but it was not a 
mere reform of the laws relating to taxation. If it were desired to lay 

down a modern system of taxation it would first be necessary to abolish 

the traditional feudal forms of taxation which differed from place to place 

axnong the clans and the lands directly administer,ed by the Shogunate, 

and then to abolish the tenure of land by the feudal lords and give 
recognition to free economic activity by the peasants and the people at 

large, even if only in form. The fact that the government of the day 

simply called this reform a 'reform of the Land Tax' shows that it was 

not fully aware of the important significance attaching to it which we. 

hav,e set out above. However, the vision of the reform of the Land Tax 

first revealed by the Finance Ministry, the promoters of the reform, 

immediately after the success of the abolition of the fiefs and their 

replacement by Prefectures in July, 1871, was something like the follow-

ing. Judging by the 'concreteness of this vision it is natural for us to 

* A more detailed examination of the stages of the Meiji Restoration here summarized 

is made in Niwa Kunio ~F~j~~~~, Meiji Ishin no Tochi Henkaku ~~1~i~~{~~f~):!:t~3~~~~~~ 

(The Change in Land Tenure at the Meiji Restoration), Tokyo. Ochanomizu-shobc, 
1962. In this book, however, the fourth period is not dealt with. 
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suppose that it had been prepared in the Finance Ministry previously to 

the abolition of the fiefs and their replacement by Prefectures on the 

basis of the Ministry's knowledge and experience of internal administra-

tion, as well as its knowledge of the taxation laws of the advanced 

countries, etc. Even iL the officials of the Finance Ministry did not 

have the dissolution of the system of tenure of land by the feudal lords 

clearly and ~recisely in mind, their knowledge and experience to date 

would naturally have led to concrete measures for the dissolution of the 

system of tenure of land by the feudal lords. 

To summarize the Ministry's vision of the reform of the Land Tax : 

(1) Feudal lords' regulation of the crops to be grown on agricultural 

land was to be abolished. 

(2) Free sale and purchase of land was to be recognized in law. 

(3) The export and import of agricultural produce to places overseas 

by the people was to be made free. 

(4) Land areas throughout the country were to be surveyed and 
confirmed. 

(5) Land Certificates were to be issued in respect to all land through-

out the country, and were to serve as evidence of the landowners' 

private ownership. 

(6) The Land Tax was to be levied at a flxed rate in accordance 
with the market value of land. 

(7) In regard to the land values which would be the basis for deciding 

the sums to be paid as Land Tax, th~ investigation of all land 

would be carried out by the government. 

The above measures were put into operation immediately after the 

abolition of the fiefs and their replacement by Prefectures. Thus the 

various items in the Ministfy's vision were brought to realization one 

after other, beginning with item (3) in AuguSt, 1871, and followed by 

item (1) in September, item (2) in February, 1872, item (5) in July, and 

finally item (4), (6) and (7) in the law for the reform of the Land Tax 

promulgated in July, 1873. It was nevertheless true, as we show below, 

that the initial vision was brought to realization disto;ted in a number of 

as pects. 

However, this vision of Land Tax reform in fact formed part of a 

bigger vision of taxation reform thought of by the ofiicials of the 

Finance Ministry of this time. 

They drew up their plans with the ultimate aim of building a 
modern fiscal. system. These were revealed at about the same time as 

the above-mentioned vision of Land Tax reform. To summarize : 






































